A surface electrode array for detecting action potential trains of single motor units.
Action potentials of single motor units were detected by a linear surface electrode array placed perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the biceps brachii. Twelve myoelectric signals were derived simultaneously from a voluntarily contracting muscle. Using a visual feedback control, 3 subjects produced spike trains of single motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) at a weak contraction. When the myoelectric signals showed an interference pattern at a moderate contraction, several MUAPs were isolated by a visual analysis. MUAPs occurring at about fixed intervals with constant amplitudes and with identical wave forms were presumed to be the action potential trains of single motor units. Reliable estimates of single MUAP wave forms were obtained by averaging and superimposing the detected signals at a timing of characteristic potential peaks. Then not only the firing rate of the spikes but also the territory and the wave form of single MUAPs were investigated. Most MUAPs had a sharp and symmetrical distribution of potentials on a skin surface along the muscle circumference, while some MUAPs showed complex wave forms with some separate potential peaks. The possible arrangement of muscle fibers belonging to the motor units was estimated from the MUAP wave forms.